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This updated guide offers content and test questions predicated on the newest version of the AP
Psychology course objectives.s essay section with an example essayONLINE PRACTICE TESTS:
Learners who purchase this reserve will also access three additional full-duration online AP
Psychology tests with all questions answered and explained. Our most recent edition
includes:Three full-length practice exams: one diagnostic test and two full-duration practice
testsComprehensive answer explanations for all questionsA review of all AP check topics,
including research methods, the biological basis of behavior, and treatment of disordersAn
irregular psychology chapter totally overhauled to reflect the latest adjustments to the
DSM-5Fifteen additional multiple-choice practice questions for each unit with explained
answersAn analysis of the test' These online exams can be very easily accessed by smartphone,
tablet, or computer.
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Got me a 5 I decided to self study the AP course. I go through this twice and got a 5.Cracking the
AP Psychology Exam, 2018 Edition: Proven Ways to ASSIST YOU TO Score a 5 (College Test
Preparation) This book saved my butt.Besides that, the only additional thing I did so to prep was
use its multiple choice practice testing, as well as the released exams in the collegeboard site.
But take note; I’m very pleased we bought this item. This 250-page reserve was really helpful to
me to obtain what I supposed to obtain form a solid textbook of Psychology. but it's an excellent
practice book The practice exams in the book are more difficult than what you would be
presented with on the AP test, but it's an excellent practice book.About the book:It offered great
material and nearly everything you need to learn for the exam. Probably just 5% of the questions
on the AP exam weren't covered. The reserve has true to life situations/exams for psychology
terms, which I really enjoyed because they aid in learning. Also, there are some chapters that
require great memorization. The queries are not easy to the point where that you can do without
learning, they are challenging more than enough to make you ready for the exam. Many other
chapters provide summary charts at the end, which I'd also write notes following to so that when
I'm reviewing the charts they'd be much easier for me personally to understand.I understand
some people express Barron's is boring and a chore to read, nonetheless it actually wasn't poor
and it had been rather interesting. Inaccurate info/ stupid wording I’m presently in ap psych and i
understand the materials and am presently trying to review with this prepbook. But there can be
strange wording and also inaccurate information (primarily definitions). As advertised As
advertised Pls buy It’s helpful Ad is accurate Arrived and using as advertised... ensure that you
scored a 5/5 so great up to now, now for the true test My girl used this to practice for her mock
AP ensure that you scored a 5/5 so so far so good, now for the true test. I didn't reach learning
the Barron's FRQs, but I did study and total a few from the collegboard site. I acquired a 5 when I
took it in 2017, the sections and the pre-assessment test, in the beginning,? do a excellent job on
assessing which topics you may need to go over more, and help you prioritize. Would buy again if
I ever wanted to take another AP Psyc any year I recommend Barrons for just about any social
studies AP class. It is complete & These are great with summaries of all the essential stuff from
a chapter in very simple words where you don't need a dictionary, and there are multiple choice
queries after every chapter. I'd take notes or my very own labels therefore that I can go back to
them and review, without having to reread the whole chapter. Would recommend this over any
other publication any time. I experienced AP Psych as a not-so-great online program and learned
from Barrons. Thank you fast delivery, useful Love it Great product. I would suggest to purchase
the Princeton Review AP Psychology reserve to go with this one because they really complement
one another very well. We also bought the flashcards but I only made it like 1/3 way through.. I
experienced AP Psych .. This book saved my butt. Covers the Course Materials Really Well and
Realistic Practice Tests This book covers major elements of the AP Psychology course material
and exam incredibly well. I acquired a 5 on the exam literally for this reason review book. We
recommend it for just about any student who has not any experience ... My background is
normally biology and medicine. I got no previous experience with psychology program in college.
I think Barron's multiple choice exams are even more accurate. I recommend it for any student
who hasn't any experience and is not at ease humanities courses. Fast shipping Good product
Very helpful product! This kit has been great help my daughter! 5 steps to a 5 is simply too much
info you do not need to know for just about any social studies course. simple to use with lots of
extras. the collegeboard multiple choice released exams are easier compared to the actual AP
test. It played an essential part in my son getting an A in AP Psychology for the semester. It’s
annoying and not helping me in any way a princeton review would benefit you more than this

prepbook . I believe good book My son use this textbook for high school course. We bought it as
teacher's request.
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